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Article 4

Going Up Mt. Scott Again
Alvena Bieri

W hen we spent a couple of days near Lawton

and it still is, to drive through the refuge looking for

recently I realized I hadn’t been up Mt. Scott since I was

buffalo and longhorns, camp at Sunset Lake, and of

in high school. That was along about the turn of the

course, go up Mt. Scott. Growing up on the short grass

twentieth century.

plains, surrounded by miles and miles of flatness, I was

At least it seems that long ago since a group of us, let

fascinated by any hill, rise, or small mountain tall

out of school for the summer, immediately drove to the

enough to have to change gears as you drove up and

W ildlife Refuge.

down them. I still am.

mountain we posed for someone’s camera as we held

Up on t°P of Mt. Scott this afternoon are sightseers

high some empty beer cans we found up there. Really

milling around. They walk around looking, studying.

wild stuff.

One young man goes down the mountain a little way,

Going up Mt. Scott was sort of a hobby for some

finds a boulder to sit on, and I m sure, starts thinking

people in southwestern Oklahoma in what we now call

deep thoughts. Children skitter around. Parents peer

a simpler time.
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Taking a picnic to the top of the

W

Simple or not, it was popular then.
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into the distance, the far, far distance. Skies are wide.

Photographs by Jan Bradfield

Tiny lakes glisten way off. There’s the old resort settle

outside of Cooperton. Mountain fame, it seems,

ment of Medicine Park, very small. But the spectacular

depends on human accessibility. Many mountains in

part of Mt. Scott isn’t just the view. It’s the feeling of
timelessness that permeates the mountain surroundings.

the southern Rockies are taller than Pike’s Peak. But,
like Mt. Scott, it’s famous because it’s the one with a

As children we always heard that the Wichitas are “the
second oldest mountains in the world.” We weren’t told

road to the top. Mt. Scott was named way-back-when
for famous general, Winfield Scott. It even had its own

what the first oldest are. But the Wichitas go back to the

post office from 1901 to 1914, a couple of miles north

Cambrian Period, 525 million years ago. Compare that
age to the Oklahoma’s Black Mesa way out in the far

east of the mountain. But those busier days are long
gone.

northwest corner of the panhandle. At a million years

We start down. It takes only a few minutes of trying

old the Mesa, whose high point is almost 5,000 feet, is a
geological baby.

to keep the foot off the brake, and we’re at the bottom.

But Mt. Scott at 2,464 feet in elevation is not the
highest peak of the mountain range. That is an
unnamed mountain a few feet higher, located four miles

I still like going up and down Mt. Scott. On the earth’s
big clock that measures in the millions of years, my high
school trips here were not so long ago after all, maybe a
second or two.
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